
Welcome to Project Fate! An exci3ng story-driven anime style PFP NFT project created by the 
ar3st Naro, formally known as Kuchuya.  

Project Fate is a spin-off NFT collec3on of the 
mythical saga known as Scars of Fate.  

Project Fate closely follows the story of two 
mythical heroes, Luna and Zero. Lucky holders of 
our OG collec3on will simultaneously experience 
the trials, tribula3ons, & victories of every journey 
Luna and Zero embark on in their epic struggle to 
save the Fate of Humanity.  
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Our interac3ve Project Fate journey can be enjoyed by anyone holding one of our 5555 NFT 
Collec3on living on the Ethereum blockchain. Our collec3on will con3nuously grow through a 
series of phases and seasons.  

Holders will receive various free drops of NFTs triggered when life changing events befall our 
heroes Luna and Zero. Join us for this exhilara3ng journey of Love, Fate, & Adventure and a your 
once in a life3me chance to receive interchangeable weapons, custom merchandise, and 
possibly a companion for life for your OG Fate! 

The word roadmap doesn’t really fit our story, we prefer to call it our Map of Fate. 

Our interac3ve Map of Fate will open the chapters revealing comic illustra3ons of Zero and 
Lunas Journey that triggers something new for our holders with every new season as our 
heroes’ adventures develop. The story will unveil these moments and include surprises for our 
lucky holders just for being a part of our epic journey. 

Our community members will also benefit from IRL events like VIP access to live concerts & 
events, mo3on picture previews, soundtracks and previews to full-length comic strips. 



 
DETAILS OF OUR COLLECTION: 

The future of Project fate will consist of mul3ple Mintable and Airdropped collec3ons for our 
holders to enjoy. 

Our OG collec3on will consist of Male and Female Fates that will have a combina3on of 8 
different base tone colors and about 10 different traits! 

Our First collec3on is the OG PFP set of 5555 Fates!  

Following the drop of our OG collec3on we will also airdrop interchangeable weapons and 
equipment for you to customize your Fate! The best part is that the epic story develops, OG 
holders will be able to change out of their basic ou]it into a warrior, mage, archer, ninja, etc.  
Precise informa3on on all our drops will be revealed a^er the journey of our heroes begins! We 
do not want anyone to have an edge over which traits are more valuable or how many weapons 
you need to reach your Fate’s full poten3al! We will leave that to your imagina3on. 


